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Tendencies with reference to public school cducation, which we have frequently indicated as
national (p. 220), are now clearly seen to be so.
When they have seemed to be local, it was only
the particular manifestation that was local, the
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tendency itself being nevertheless universal. Our
references have been especially to the tendency
toward plutocratizing the schools. But thia is
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onl)' one phase of the confused and confusing controversy—the dominant and more dreadful one, no
(1°U,,t' but 01llv 0ne in a distinctive sense. Among
the other phases are such as were alluded to by
David Felmley, president of the Illinois State
Normal School, at the State Teachers' Association last week, when lie described the high school
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as having lost much of the democracy of its
original, functions" and become a preparatory colWe—"a wet nurse for other colleges." Still
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others are indicated rather comprehensively by
Samuel P. Orth in the Atlantic Monthly for
Marcll. No enumeration would be complete, of
course, unless it recognized the demand for the
three R's, which often seems to be an insistence
i.,.
, , ,
uPon """ting public School education to those
rudiments. In one way or another, however, the
wnole controversy oscillates about the Subject of
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industrial education, and this in turn presents a
general issue of industrial knowledge versus industrial skill.
*
He would lie brave, and doubtless somewhat
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foolish, who should oppose industrial education.
But no one ought to advocate it without knowing
what kind of industrial education is meant. If
it is industrial knowledge, apprehension of the
elements of industrial activity in general, and the
general skill which this would necessitate and
produce, then industrial education is the most im
portant function of the public schools. Whether
the pupil' is to* be a lawyer or a doctor, a clergy
man or a teacher, a mechanic, a merchant, a
farmer, a journalist, or what not in the activities
of life, he should have as broad an elementary
industrial education, in the abstract and in the
concrete, as it is possible for him to get. But
what if industrial education means specialization
and specialized skill?
*
To that question the plutocratic manufacturer
is ready with his answer. Industrial specializa
tion in the schools—for the "lower classes," for
"we can't all be scholars, you know"—is to his
lop-sided mind something greatly to be desired.
Jt would afford a livelihood for the children of the
poor, and furnish emergency "scabs" for the fac
tories of the rich. Possibly our plutocrat might
be disappointed in both respects. On the one hand,
the livelihood for the poor might not last long, for
wages do not depend upon the productiveness of
the wage earner. They depend upon the supply of
labor of the necessary skill. Consequently, other
things being equal, wages would be as low with a
highly skilled "over-supply" of labor as with an
unskilled "over-supply." On the other hand, a
skilled and educated proletariat might be un
expectedly baffling to employers in the conflicts
of the labor market. But however this should
prove to be, there is one objection to industrial
education of the specialization type, which chal
lenges the most careful consideration. We allude
to its tendency to stratify American society in
classes.
*
Advocates of the specialization type of indus
trial education conceive of children as making
their choice of vocation at 9 or 10 years of age,
and as being devoted from that time forward to
preparation for the vocation of their choice. This
means of course that as a rule parents would
choose vocations for their children ; for children
of 9 or 10 are not often any more capable of choos
ing a vocation for life than they are of choosing
their future husbands and wives. It means also
that the parent would seldom choose with reference
to the child's probable usefulness, but rather with
reference either to their own vocations or to their

own blighted aspirations. Worse yet, it means
that poor parents would choose vocations with
reference to immediate money returns from the
work of their children. Worst of all, it means
that mistakes of choice could seldom be corrected.
The boy of 9 or 10, who has Ijcen devoted to an
industrial specialty until really old enough to
choose his vocation, is without the necessary
preparation for it and must begin his industrial
education anew—almost or quite as far back as to
the time of his childhood's choice. This species of
industrial education would tend, we repeat, to
stratify the pupils of public schools into social
classes; and not according to their tastes, capaci
ties or aspirations, but according to the prescience,
the ambitions or the economic necessities of their
parents. It may serve a country in which social
classes are already stratified ; but for this country
it is an educational policy to be shunned. The
American ambition should be to educate not for
class servitude in industry, but for the intelligent
citizenship that will demand equal opportunities.

The Democratic Treachery in Congress.
Suspicions regarding the Fitzgerald contingent
on the Democratic side in Congress (p. 265) are
fully verified. The insurgent Republicans and
the democratic Democrats were defeated on the
rules question by a counter combination of Can
non Republicans and corporation Democrats. The
corporation Democrats were drafted from the
South and from New York City, where the cor
porations work through the Democratic party and
Republicans have to play that they are Democrats
in order to get elected. There are many notable
exceptions from the South; but every member
from New York followed Fitzgerald's treacherous
lead except two—an independent Brooklyn Con
gressman and William Sulzer. Sulzer's case is es
pecially noteworthy. Although he conies from the
heart of the Tammany sphere of influence, he de
fied the commands of Tammany, and stood with
his party and his principles instead of yielding to
the corporations. It is only due him to add that
his Democracy has always been of the democratic
variety.

+
Champ Clark's leadership in this Democratic
emergency gives great promise for the future.
Nothing could be more encouraging, for instance,
than the virtual reading out of the party of the
members who at this juncture have taken orders
from the corporations against the principles and
declarations of their party and the action of its
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Congressional caucus. If that policy had been
adopted and faithfully pursued in the past, the
Democratic party would be in a better state of
organization today. Jt might have been tem
porarily smaller but it would have been faithfully
democratic: As it is, the corporations, controlling
the major influences in the Republican party, con
trol also minor ones in the Democratic party, and
are thereby able, in spite of Democratic opposition
and as in the present instance, to maintain their
own power, which depends in part upon their de
moralizing the Democracy. Because a minority
in the Democratic party obeys them—enough of a
minority to offset the revolt of democratic Repub
licans,—the unthinking, inspired by the crooked,
hold the whole Democratic party responsible for
corporation triumphs.
By virtually expelling
from the party the corporation Democrats in Con
gress, the Democrats whom Champ Clark leads
have set an example which is full of democratic
cheer for the future of the Democratic party.
+

+

Roosevelt as a "Muckraker."
The cartoon of Theodore Roosevelt in the role
of a "mud slinger," which appeared in the Chi
cago Daily Socialist of the 20th. is happily con
ceived by Savage and richly deserved by Roosevelt.
"Mudslinger" it is, rather than "muckraker," al
though in Mr. Roosevelt's strange perversion of
Bunyan's metaphor, they mean the same thing.
Truly interesting is it, albeit disgusting, to see Mr.
Roosevelt in Lyman Abbott's editorial chair, fling
ing obscene epithets at sociological doctrines of
which he is manifestly ignorant, and at men as
clean at least as himself, and as sane.
* +
"Heckling" Candidates.
The British custom of ''heckling" legislative
candidates could be adopted advantageously in this
country. Candidates should be willing to face
their constituents in the campaign before election.
and submit to questions on the issues involved.
All the better if they appear together for this pur
pose. The plan has l>een adopted by the Public
Policy Club of Austin, one of the annexed suburbs
of Chicago, in the present aldermanic campaign.
The Democratic candidate for alderman from the
35th Ward, John S. Clark, and the Republican
candidate, Alderman Race, attended together a
meeting at the high school (a good evening use,
by the way, to put school buildings to) and
made speeches in direct response to written
questions.
The manner in which a candi
date answers questions, the knowledge he
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discloses and the intelligence he shows, all
go to indicate his degree of fitness; and when
neither of the two leading candidates undergo
the ordeal satisfactorily, the dissatisfaction may
properly express itself in protesting votes for one
of the hopelessly minor candidates. The questions
asked by the Austin Public Policy Club in this
instance related to through routing of street cars,
price of gas and electricity, telephone rates, street
improvement, and the beautifying of the local
high school square.
+ +
Police Brutality.
Chicago policemen were officially ordered some
months ago to be pretty free with their pistols in
dealing with "criminals,"'' arid when they shot to
"shoot to kill."' A natural result of this savage
policy is the recent shooting of an inoffensive citi
zen—a workingman, of course, for it is only those
criminals who look like workingmen that any
policeman would think of shooting on a guess as
to their identity. The policeman in this case—a
plain clothes man with no conspicuous sign of
police authority—saw two workingmen walking
ahead of him. and shouted to them to stop. He
says he took one of them to be a notorious and
dangerous criminal. This one did not stop. The
other one did. After the disobedient one, there
fore, the policeman sent a bullet from his pistol
which stopped him then and there and forever.
Rut now it transpired that the murdered man was
not the "notorious criminal'' at all. He was a
mechanic on his way home, where his wife and
baby awaited his coining only to receive his
corpse—a mechanic who didn't know enough to
obey when ordered by a domineering stranger to
stop on the street.
+
Now this was a murder. But whose murder?
Probablv not the policeman's. If it was his duty
to arrest "notorious criminals"'" at sight, and with
out warrant or specific accusation of any kind, and
such appears to be the instructions to policemen ;
if it was his duty in case of attempts to avoid
such arrests to shoot and "shoot to kill." which
seems to have been in line with his instructions;
and if he honestly mistook his man and instead of
"shooting to kill" a "notorious criminal," shot and
killed a law-abiding citizen—if all this is true,
then how can the policeman be accused of any
degree of murder? He only made a mistake; the
responsibility for the murder lodges higher up.
This policeman's superiors, who have no more
right to order the killing of a "dangerous crimi
nal" than of a law abiding citizen, except in geVi
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defense or to prevent an escape, and then only as
the very last necessity,—they are the murderers.
I'nless responsibility is placed higher up for this
crime, precisely such deadly mistakes as this may
become one of the exciting possibilities of peacea
ble use of the sidewalks. It is only by guarding all
human life as sacred—securing even the lowest
and the worst from arbitrary official assault—
that any can be safe. If police authorities may
give orders to shoot to kill "notorious criminals"
for whose arrest there is no warrant, or may pour
bullets into the bodies of strangers whom they fear
but might master with their hands, fatal mistakes
are almost certain to occur with more or less fre
quency.
*
+
Judicial Immorality.
When a narrow little judge down in New Jersey
decided that "Progress and Poverty" is an im
moral book, Henry George characterized him in
an editorial head line as "an immortal ass." and
the highest court of the State affirmed George's
judgment. But George was in error on the point
of immortality, as it now appears—for the narrow
little judge has been forgotten. This episode of
twenty years ago is recalled by the recent decision
of a narrow little judge down in Philadelphia,
that Swedenborg's "Conjugial Love" is immoral.
There seems to be a species of insanity which con
fuses the unfamiliar and the immoral as if they
were the same; but its victims pass away and ad
vancing society forgets them.

*

+

Censorship in the Philippines.
In a lecture at Philadelphia, Frederick Starr,
of the University of Chicago, made this state
ment: "Ten thousand inhabitants died from
cholera, and the outside world did not know any
thing about it. But the United States govern
ment does not want you to know anything that is
likely to put a truthful aspect on the Philippine
situation. We were informed that the cholera in
terfered with the fleet's pleasure, but that was
about all that was known of the conditions ex
isting." As Professor Starr was several months
in the Philippines (p. 130) and was sent there on
a government expedition, his exposure of the way
in which this Republic plays at educating its po
litical dependents up to the level of self-governing
ability is rather significant.

*

+

The Philippine War goes far to cancel the debt
of liberty that the world owes to the United States.—
G. P. Gooch, In "The Heart of the Empire."

PROSPERITY.
Whether or not it be true that "an empty ves
sel makes the loudest sound," certain it is that an
empty-dinner-pail prosperity fills the greatest
number of newspaper columns.
Repeatedly, during the past few months, have
the leading metropolitan dailies published "pros
perity"' articles in a persistent attempt to convince
their readers that prosperity had returned once
and for all; and as often have they given the lie
to their own work by publishing similar articles,
seeking, to convey a similar impression. If prosperity has returned, how can it repeat the process
to-morrow and next month?
In society a lady may be in at three o'clock, out
at three-ten, and in again at three-fifteen, without
once leaving her boudoir: but until it can be
proven that prosperity frequents naught but po
lite society, the newspapers are wholly unjustified
in imputing polite society's tricks to so prosaic and
businesslike a thing as prosperity. Either pros
perity is here, or it is not here ; and if it be here
this week, it cannot come next week, unless it leave
meanwhile; and that very leaving is the last thing
which the prosperity newspapers will admit.

Have we prosperity ?
Perhaps no better indication of its presence
can be secured than that furnished by the extent
of unemployment. Unemployment is always pres
ent, but at some periods it is much more wide
spread than at others, and the extent of unem
ployment, indicating roughly the extent of a lack
of demand for labor, is the best procurable index
to general prosperity. It shows, with consider
able accuracy, the number of empty dinner pails.
The only complete figures on the subject of un
employment arc furnished by the New York Bu
reau of Labor Statistics, and even these figures
fail to cover the general situation because they are
collected through the secretaries of local labor
unions and therefore report employment, not
among the working men of the State, but among
members of unions. The members of labor unions
are, on the whole, more skilled, and therefore
more likely to retain their positions than the non
union workers. Figures of unemployment for
union members give no idea of the conditions
among the unskilled non-union workmen. Nev
ertheless, the union figures are the only available
ones, and, well compiled as they are, they furnish
a very fair basis for discussion. The bulletins
of the Bureau for June and December, 1!)08, pre
sent some unemployment material of vital interest.
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In June, 1908, the Bureau says editorially, on
page 129 of its bulletin: "On the last working
day of March out of 387,450 members reporting,
138,131, or 35.7 per cent, were idle." In short, at
the end of March slightly more than one in every
three of the members of the New York trade
unions were out of work. Surprising as this may
appear, the bulletin continues with a still more
startling statement: "Out of 38G.115 reporting,
101,466 or 26.3 per cent were idle continuously
during the three months of January, February and
March."
In view of the fact that a quarter of the mem
bers of the New York trade unions were without
work during the first three months of 1908, it is
small wonder that the Bureau goes on to say :
This is a degree of unemployment unapproached
by any previous year since 1897, when the tempo
rary slump in business activity momentarily inter
rupted the improvement which had set in after the
hard times following 1893. For the generally pros
perous decade 1898-1907, the highest figures for the
first quarter of the year were 27.2 for the last day
. . . These, however, were exceptional figures,
due to an abnormal amount of suspension of work
by strikes and lockouts.
It is therefore perfectly apparent that unem
ployment was more severe at the beginning of
1908 than at any time since 1897, when the- New
York Bureau first began its careful collection
of statistics on the subject.

The latest figures available are furnished by the
bulletin for December, 1908, which has just lx?en
published. Editorially this bulletin says:
Not in a dozen years have the percentages of
idleness in the third quarter—July, August and
September—been much over half as high as in 1908,
while for the most recent years the contrast is even
greater. Out of 358,706 members reporting, 80,576,
or 22.5 per cent were returned as idle at the end of
September. The previous high record since 1896
was 13.8 per cent in 1897, while since 1900 the high
est figure was 10.5 per cent in 1907.
Thus a condition of affairs prevails in Septem
ber, 1908, which is wholly unparalleled in the an
nals of the New York Bureau of Labor. Among
the building trades one-third of the men are un
employed ; among the clothing and textile trades,
30 per cent; among the wood workers, 31 per
cent, and among miscellaneous trades, 37.8 per
cent.
Those who are familiar with the figures of un
employment are aware that the summer months
alwavs show the lowest percentage of unemploy
ment, and that the percentage of unemployed in
September is normally very low. Thus in 1899,

4.7 per cent of the trade union members report
ing in New York were unemployed at the end of
September; in 1902, 5.6 per cent; in 1905, 5.9
per cent; and in 1906, 5.7 per cent. To these fig
ures, September, 1908, stands out in startling con
trast, with the phenomenal percentage of 22.5 un
employed. Thus the last available data shows
almost one-fourth of the union membership re
porting in the State of New York as unemployed,
in a month which normally shows an unemploy
ment of only one-twentieth.

As to the causes of idleness, "lack of work" is
made responsible for 88.8 per cent of the number
unemployed at the end of September. Of the
80,000 union members unemployed in New York
State, nine-tenths are unemployed because there is
no employment to be had.

+
It is interesting to note that the American Fed
eration of Labor, which publishes each month the
percentages of unemployment among about 100,000 union men reporting to it, sets the percentage
of unemployment for January, 1909, as ten, while
for January, 1908, it was nine, and for January,
1907, two. These figures are not at all conclusive,
because of the uncertainty of the character of the
trades in which those reporting are engaged.
They are interesting, however, as indicating the
tendency noted by the New York Bureau, toward
a greater unemployment in 1908 and 1909 than
for twelve years previous.

*
Unfortunately, no authoritative figures later
than September, 1908, are available, but from
those already quoted, and from the figures pre
pared by the American Federation of Labor, this
much can be fairly inferred, that the blatant news
paper statements scattered broadcast and heralded
with flaming headlines regarding prosperity, are
as unjustifiable and as unfounded as statements
could conceivably be; and that at the time when
the latest complete statistics are available, in Sep
tember, 1908, unemployment presents a more for
midable problem than at any time since 1897,
when the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics
liegan its collection of data on the subject.
SCOTT NEARING.

Yet when I go out of doors in the summer night,
and see how high the stars are, I am persuaded that
there is time enough, here or somewhere, for all
that I must do.—Emerson.

<
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INCIDENTAL SUGGESTIONS

THE FOLLY OF SCHOOL MARKING
SYSTEMS.
Etapl*s. Pas do Calais. France. March 5, IK*.

When I began to leach in the Chicago public schools
—away back in 18S6. I think it was.— I taught for
about one year in the primary grades, and after that
I had seventh or eighth grade work. It was only at
the time when I had 10 make out the written monthly
reports on my children that I ever wished myself
back in the primary grades, where the teachers are
free from the unwarrantable waste of time and
effort necessitated by those exasperating reports.
According to my opinion and that of hundreds of
other conscientious teachers who hare used these re
ports for many years because the authorities com
pel their use. they are of no earthly benefit,—except
in. we may say. fire per cent of the cases; and in
those cases something else much better could be
substituted.
Take my own experience as an example.
Each September I came back refreshed from the
best vacation I had been able to afford, eager for
my work. In front of me were forty-eight desks,
each with its occupant just as full of earnest en
deavor as I was. For a week I was pretty busy
seeing that all the new books were bought or pro
vided in some way. that my two books and my en
rollment lists were filled out with all the required
information as to time and place of birth, residence,
vaccination and the other wearisome details de
manded by school authorities and census takers. At
last I was able to turn to the real work, the delight
ful work of teaching, without a thought of other
things.
All this time I had been getting better and bet
ter acquainted with my little flock— finding out the
faithful and the unfaithful, those who needed to be
watched and those who could be trusted, those who
were over timid and must be encouraged, the others
who were over confident and must be set hard tasks.
Work is going along well. There are two new things,
algebra and English history, and everyone feels
"Here we start even, and we shall be most careful
not to get behind."' By dint of one device and an
other, interest has been revived in the older sub
jects that have run through several years. There
is great enthusiasm over study in the autumn fruits
and flowers, making drawings of them and beginning
collections of seeds to study later.
But all too quickly the end of the month ap
proaches, and one fine day forty-eight cards and as
many envelopes are brought to my room from the
office. On the cards must be written the names of
the children and the teacher, and each envelope must
be addressed to a child. Then each of those fortyeight children whom I have known for twenty short
days must be marked by me in an appalling number
of subjects: reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic,
English, geography, history, physiology, drawing, and
last but not least, deportment.
On one side of my head there are a few gray hairs,
and I am sure they grew gray while I sat many a
time with pen in band, pondering as to whether
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Johnny should be &0 or 85, and whether Mary should
be just within the 90's or just below them. There
are always a few at the top who seem to you as
near perfect as a child can be, and a few at the
bottom who. perhaps, seem as completely heedless
as may be, but over whom you think and yearn and
wonder, as reluctantly you record the low mark, if
this is going to be the way to do them any good.

If you are a careful teacher and believe in the de
sirability of the tangible and definite results that
seem to be obtained by written work, you have given
written tests in what seem to you the more import
ant subjects. Tou have gone laboriously and pain
stakingly through the papers, marked them 'all and
returned them to their owners. Having discovered
where the comprehension of the class has been weak,
and your explanation, perhaps, insufficient, you have
carefully gone over the subjects again with the
whole class, striving to elucidate the more obscure
points, so that even the dullest may be left without
excuse. Then it is up to you. from the mass of evi
dence oral and written, to decide who are the best
and the poorest, and all the varying grades between.
I tell you. no one ever tried to do it and
be absolutely fair and just more than I did. for well
on to twenty years; and I was never sure that I
succeeded. It is my belief that no angel from heaven
could succeed, and that only God himself knows how
much blame and how much praise is coming to each
one of those little children for the working and the
striving toward the high, the good, and the true, that
each had accomplished in the short space of four
weeks.
When the day came and the "cursed cards"—ex
cuse the adjective—had to be given out, I felt like
a beast. Who was I that I should say to Johnny,
bursting with animal spirits and doing well to come
to school at all those glorious autumn days, "Too are
not nearly so attentive or earnest as dear, quiet.
studious Man." Who was I, to judge?
And the children have their standards. To them
the noisy, restless boy is always the worst boy.
They have seen how he often annoys the nervous
teacher and upsets things for a minute, and they de
mand that his mark shall be low. How to satisfy
their ideas and your own conscience! Alas! and
alack, it is a problem I have striven to solve many
a time in the hours after school, until the merciless
janitor— I beg his pardon, engineer—drove me from
the building, only to have to take it up again at home
and wrestle with it into the wee sma' hours, till
heart sick I went to bed only to dream that Johnny
was sulky and Mary wept bitterly, because neither
was pleased with that awful monthly report.

Before handing out these formidable documents
that had given me more "nerves'* in their prepara
tion than a whole year's teaching. It was my custom
to make a few remarks.
I said in effect, tho not in reality. "My dear chil
dren, attach no importance to these cards. They
really are not worth the paper they are written on.
I have sweat blood over them, and made them out
according to my best judgment; but I despise the
whole business. Any other teacher would have
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marked you differently. You probably could not find
two in the whole city who would agree on every
item of your card; nevertheless it is as it it. and
you and I must just make the best of it. Believe
that I love you— the dullest as much as the brightest,
the worst as well as the best. Believe me in spite
of this record, which will say to some of you, 'There
is no use trying. I have worked so hard and what
do I get? Only 75 or 80, while the boy next to me
gets 90 without working half so hard.' "
To do the dear children justice, my presentation of
the matter worked with most of them; but there
never was a month without at least one harrowing
case, and sometimes more. There would be a girl
whose mother had promised her some delectable
thing if all her marks continued to be above 90; and
in some unguarded moment Jennie's algebra would
go down to 80 because the work had been extra
hard or Jennie a little careless. There would be
weeping at home and at school. Always there were
the very ambitious and the extra sensitive, who
could not bear to see their mark in deportment
vary a single point. They would be positively 111
for a day or two because from 97 they had fallen to
95. And then there was the class of serenely In
different, who wished only to be above the "passing
mark" of 80, and to do as little work as was consist
ent with staying there.

worthy to appear in the contest were arranged In
the order of merit and numbered consecutively, ex
cept that the first three were each numbered "one."
Upon inquiry we discovered that Monsieur J. P.
Laurens—or as the boys love to call him, John Paul
— had come early, at the break of day, they said, and
had arranged the canvasses according to his judg
ment. Some hours later, along came the two other
members of the jury, and they did not at all agree
with "John Paul." After a lively altercation they
compromised as follows: No prizes should be given;
they must try again, and three should be marked
"Number one." Even then it was not settled, for
they disagreed on who should be placed first in the
long line curved around the end of the "atelier."
The next day our friend who had been so lucky as
to be the first of the number "ones," was called to
the front of the class, where he walked proudly,
looking for the commendation of his beloved Pro
fessor. But the Professor only looked at him calmly,
and said clearly so that all could hear, "Young man.
your picture was first yesterday, but don't Imagine
for a moment that I put it first. By no means. Be
ing only one, my judgment was over-ruled by the
other two. I would have given you quite another
place."
At this point the "boys" set up a shout, and the
rest of the explanation was lost, but to-day Mr. W.
is constantly reminded that "Old John Paul" did not
put him first.

Now I should like to submit to any candid jury, of
what earthly use was all this troublesome machinery
of reports and monthly averages unless to harrow
teacher and pupil, and so to destroy the big joy of
working and living for things worth while.
Apply the same system to teachers and super
visors, and in place of the approval of parents and
the hope of graduating, put the approval of society
and the earning of bread and butter, and the evil Is
only increased.
Sometime ago, prizes in the public schools were
abandoned. Before that, corporal punishment had to
go. Why not then the whole marking system, which
is only a more refined species of cruelty to teach
ers and children?
Where children are not doing their work properly,
the teacher should plainly and fearlessly say so to
each child, lovingly and carefully pointing out the
fault. If necessary and advisable, she should see
the child's parents and consult with them. In the
great majority of cases this is unnecessary. They
are doing their best. Only leave them alone and
don't worry them.
And as for teachers, how can they do intellectual
and emotional work—teaching children is both—with
a sword of Damocles constantly hanging by a thread
over their heads? Teachers can no more be slaves
to arbitrary systems than to anything else, and still
be teachers. They must be free.

+

Just a year ago, in Paris on a bright Sunday aft
ernoon, a number of us trooped down to the Julian
Academy to see the results of a painting "concours."
There was to be a prize to the one who had painted
the best half figure of a man who had posed one
week for the class.
When we arrived, the thirty odd works considered

Whoever may be the means of exterminating the
system of measuring the minds of children and the
efficiency of teachers with percentage marks, will
have done for the schools and the community a
blessed work.
IDA FURSMAN.

NEWS NARRATIVE
To use the reference figures of this Department for
obtaining continuous news narratives:
Observe the reference figures in any article ; turn back to the page
they indicate and find there the next preceding article, on the same
subject; observe the reference figures in that article, and turn back
as before; continue until you come to the earliest article on the sub
ject; then retrace your course through the indicated pages, reading
each article in chronological order, and you will have a continuous
news narrative of the subject from its historical beginnings to date.

Week ending Tuesday, March 23, 1909.
Progress in the Cleveland Traction Controversy.
When. we last reported the traction situation in
Cleveland (pp. 204, 224, 253), the conferences be
hind closed doors had come to an end in mystery.
It was reported that there were intimations of a
satisfactory settlement; but Mayor Johnson's re
fusal to say more than that some headway had
been made between himself, Judge Tayler, and
John G. White (representing the monopoly trac
tion interests), left an impression that no con
clusion had been reached. This proves to have
been the fact. And so unsatisfactory do the meet
ings behind closed doors appear to have been that
Mavor Johnson declares there shall be no it\otc,
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but that all negotiations henceforth shall be at
public meetings of the City Council.

basis upon which a street railway settlement can
rest.

+
A public meeting of the Council was accord
ingly called for the 15th. It was addressed by
Judge Tayler as well as Mayor Johnson. In the
course of his speech Judge Tayler said :
The streets of a city belong to the community, and
not to anybody else, and can not be acquired by any
body else; and as an Incident to that proprietary in
terest of the community in the streets, there must be
methods of easy transportation in those streets, and
you can not accomplish their suitable transportation
except by the investment of large sums of money,
upon which, in order to obtain it, there must be a
fair return. Now there is a perfectly simple proposi
tion, grounded on fundamental right, in the people
and in the persons who invest their money.
We have been going along here for a great many
years on a certain theory of giving franchises for the
operation of street railways in communities, all
based upon a wrong view of the rights of both sides;
so far as the people were concerned, the giving of a
monopoly without suitable restraint; and on the
other side such a condition of things that the neces
sities of their situation, the expiration of their grants
at some time in the future, compelled them as busi
nessmen to make he very best bargain they possibly
could, with the result that scandal and injustice have
from the beginning characterized a large number of
street railway enterprises in all of the great com
munities of this country. It seems to me that the
time has now come, and perhaps It never came until
now, when we should reach a settlement on the
foundation that the public own the streets, and that
the people who furnish transportation are entitled to
a fair return and a sure return, and nothing more
than that. What this community wants is an ordi
nance that will settle this street railway trouble
upon a basis which will mean that the people will
get good service, and will have to pay for it not one
copper more than it costs. There ought to be no
grave difficulties in the way. An accommodating
spirit, a spirit accommodating itself to that settle
ment, anxious to bring about that settlement, on both
sides of this controversy, will necessarily result in a
settlement of this controversy, because the differ
ences can only arise over details which in and of
themselves are not vital to the working out of a plan
whereby this settlement can be reached.
Of course, we all know that if there is no settle
ment there must be what has been called war. But
1 have confidence In the purpose and in the ability
of the gentlemen involved in these negotiations to
come to an adjustment along those lines. It is
strong because it is eternally right. How to express
it in your legislation Is for you to say. But I think
that in the city of Cleveland we have left behind us
the day when any fixed rate of fare shall be said to
be the rate of fare which the people must pay. Any
rate of fare may be too high, or any rate of fare
may be too low. What we are entitled to is good
service at the cost of service, whether it is 1 cent or
2 cents or 3 cents or 4 cents. That is the only sound

When Judge Tayler had concluded, Mayor
Johnson said :
Now that you have heard Judge Tayler, you can
understand why some of us hold him in such high es
teem. I haven*t a word but commendation for every
thing that he has said. I think he has given us good
advice, and I believe the more the people of this
community think over his fundamental proposition
the more they will agree that he has phrased it
happily, and has announced a great truth that we all
ought to be guided by. As he says, the details have
to be gone into in some practical way. I would sug
gest that some member of this Council make a mo
tion that the City Solicitor, as a member of this
committee, prepare a resolution and give us an op
portunity to start this work. In the next two months
we ought, to be able to settle the traction problem if
we can settle it at all. But if we can't settle it, we
shall at least know why we can't settle it, and we
shall know what steps we ought then to follow.
Now, I just want to repeat once more that in the
very best of faith I will give all the time and energy
that I can put into it. and I will pledge every mem
ber of this Council to do the same thing. We will
proceed at once, Judge Tayler, to thresh it out, and
thresh it out publicly and quickly to a conclusion,
and we hope to the conclusion that you desire.

Prior to the foregoing addresses. Mayor John
son reported the situation at length to the public
meeting of the Council, and made the following
specific recommendations :
I suggest that the City Solicitor at this meeting
prepare a resolution, directing him to draft an ordi
nance following out as nearly as possible what Judge
Tayler has been working for, leaving some' questions
open (if he must), but drafting that ordinance as fully
as he can and having it introduced in the Council
on the 22d. Then at meetings of this committee of
the whole, or of the street railroad committee—I
imagine this question is big enough to demand the
presence of all the Councilmen, the public being in
vited—let us see how far we can get along with It.
And let us invite Judge Tayler, or Judge Tayler's
representative, or the Cleveland Railway Co.'s rep
resentative, or anybody that has any question he
wants to present, to be heard, so that as considera
tion of the ordinance proceeds it will be after hear
ing the views of all interested.
Now, I don't know how successful we shall be in
bringing about a settlement, but, judging by the past,
I don't think we shall get any settlement in the in
terest of the public that isn't brought about by fears
of something worse if the corporations don't settle.
We can proceed along the lines suggested by Judge
Tayler, and try and settle the whole street railroad
question; and I think that ought to have first place,
and ought to be tried out to its fullest. We ought to
find out whether it is possible to agree, whether we
can prepare a grant that the railroad company will
accept, and the public will approve. But we ought
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to be prepared, in case that fails, to go on with the
next step.
Three courses would remain. There may be oth
ers, but these are the only ones that occur to those
that I have been talking to about it—to the members
of the Council, to the City Solicitor, and to some oth
ers outside of any official position; we didn't see any
other courses after the Judge Tayler plan. One
would be a grant to the Cleveland Railway Co. of all
the franchises expiring on the 26th day of next Jan
uary, grants similar to those heretofore made to the
Forest City Co., 3-cent fare, revocable franchises,
with any other improvements or additions that ex
perience has suggested in the meantime to make
those grants more secure to the public; one that
they could accept or reject; one that the Council can
propose or not, as they consider best. The resolu
tion which I suggest to be adopted now should in
clude the drafting of such an ordinance, certainly in
skeleton form, so that it can be introduced next Mon
day night. Then the second course is to grant these
same expiring franchises to the Forest City Com
pany. These courses would give us Judge Tayler's
plan, which is a comprehensive settlement of the en
tire question; a grant of the expiring franchises to
the Cleveland Railway Co.; and the same grant to
the Forest City Co. Then we should have the last
plan, involving a number of ordinances, which I
think ought to be presented at the same meeting, so
that this Council may have all the plans before them.
It is to put up the franchises for competitive bidding.
I have, in the last few weeks, been applied to, and
the matter has been discussed, by a number of peo
ple, who want to make those applications. I have
urged delay. I want now to withdraw that; I don't
urge any more delay. Those applications can be
made at any time, so far as I am concerned. And I
think this proposed ordinance ought t» go in at the
same time, with the others for this reason. If the
Council were to meet in regular session, and proceed
as rapidly as they could from the time of the making
of an application until the time of the public bidding
for grants, two months must elapse; and if we wait
for two months, and then come to the conclusion that
we can't succeed on any of the other plans, we have
the necessity of following the statutes and losing an
other two months. I suggest then that we give two
months of time to an honest effort to try and agree
on Judge Tayler's plan. I hope we shall succeed. I
for one will do all I can to bring about success on
that plan. But, if we fail, I want you to be ready to
immediately begin the other work. So I suggest that
we press forward with the course that takes the
longest time and probably the least discussion. It is
a mere formal matter. If we succeed with the set
tlement it is unnecessary; but if we fail, it is very
important. And, then, I think it will have a good
effect on the Cleveland Railway Co. I want to be
perfectly frank about that. I think they are very
much more apt not to quibble about little things, and
to take a broader view of the general settlement, it
they understand in advance just what is going 1o
happen if they don't agree.
-^ resoIiiti°n was adopted in accordance with
Mavor Johnson's suggestions and lSTewton D.
^aJcer the City Solicitor accordingly prepared for
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introduction in the Council on the 22d three ordi
nances as follows:
1. The Judge Tayler plan, providing for a sliding
scale of fares so as to limit profits to 6 per cent.
2. A 3-cent fare grant to the Cleveland City Rail
way, subject to its acceptance.
3. A 3-cent fare grant to the Forest City Company,
subject to its acceptance.

At the regular Council meeting on the 15th, the
evening of that same dav on which the public
meeting described above was held, applications fol
low fare franchises on 13 streets on which fran
chises expire next January or soon thereafter, were
made by interests formerly identified with the
Forest City railway Company. They were re
ferred to the street railway committee without
debate.
+
•*•
The real business of the special session of Con
gress (p. 271) began on the 18th, with the intro
duction by the chairman of the Ways and Means
committee of the House. Sereno E. Payne, of the
Administration's tariff bill. This bill had been
formulated by the Republican majority of the
committee in secret session, submitted in open ses
sion of the committee for a few minutes, and then
ordered to be reported favorably to the House,
which was immediately done.
Upon the pres
entation of the bill to the House on the 18th, its
consideration was postponed until the 22d.
In Congress.
The principal features of this bill are as fol
lows :
Decrease of Duties.
Iron ore from 40 cents a ton to free list.
Scrap iron and steel from $4 a ton to 50 cents.
Steel rails from 7/20 of 1% to 7/40 of 1%.
Timber from 1 cent per cubic foot to '/& cent.
Sawed lumber from $2 per 1.000 feet to $1.
White lead from 3>4 cents a pound to 2% cents.
Sewing machines from 45% to 30%.
Typewriters from 45% to 30%.
Bituminous coal from 67 cents a ton to free list.
Coke from 20% to free list.
Green peas from 40 cents to 30 cents.
Barley from 30 cents to 15 cents.
Refined sugar from 1 95/100 cents a pound to 1 90/100
cents.
Cotton shirts, collars and cuffs from 45 cents a dozen
to 35 cents, and from 15% to 10%.
Cattle hides from 15% to free list.
Sole leather from 20% to 5%.
Works of art over 20 years old from 20% to free list.
Printing paper not above 214 cents a pound from 3/10
cent a pound to 1/10 cent.
Ground wood pulp from countries not imposing duties,
placed on free list.
Increase of Duties.
Crude cocoa from free list to 4 cents a pound.
Powdered cocoa from 5 cents a pound to 9 cents.
Figs from 2 cents a pound to 2V4 cents.
demons from 1 cent a pound to IVi cents,
pineapples from J7 per 1,000 to $8.
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Tea from free list to 8 to 9 cents a pound.
Women's gloves to $4 per dozen pairs.
Watch movements from 25% to TO cents. $1.3j and $1.8")
each.
Other changes include reductions on lead, zinc
and aluminum ; on wire nails, cutnails, etc. ; on
building materials; on drugs and chemicals; on
agricultural products; on boots and shoes; on
wool, and on gunpowder and cartridges. And on
the other hand, increases on cigarettes, wearing
apparel, jewelry, dyes, glass, toilet articles and
lithographs. Coffee remains on the free list, but
subject to a retaliatory import duty on coffee from
countries levying an export duty.

The bill provides for reciprocal free trade with
the Philippine Islands on all articles. But it
limits the sugar to be imported free of duty to
300,000 tons ; wrapper tobacco to 300,000 pounds,
filler tobacco to 3,000,000 pounds, and cigars to
150,000,000 in any one year—the excess of sugar,
tobacco and cigars to pay full tariff rates. This
exemption from duty is confined to the growth
or products of the islands, and does not admit
articles imported into the Philippine Islands from
a foreign country without payment of full rates
of duty on such importations. An inheritance tax
law, modeled upon that of Xew York, is also a
feature of the bill.

+
In some respects the significance of the Payne
tariff bill was explained by "Raymond," Washing
ton correspondent of the Chicago Tribune (Re
publican), in the issue of that paper of the 19th.
"Raymond" wrote:
That the new tariff bill is open to serious objec
tion because of its complete failure to cut down
the savage duty imposed on all articles of wearing
apparel, both for men and for women, is not a thing
which should be concealed in the interests of party.
So far as the three schedules mentioned [cotton,
wool, and silk] are concerned, the committee has
not fulfilled the pledge of the Republican platform,
and that section of the bill manifestly is open to
those objections which President Taft before his
inauguration declared would result in a veto. . . .
It is unfortunately literally true that in not a single
case, so far as I have been able to discover, does the
Payne bill reduce the tariff on any manufacture of
cotton, wool, or silk by so much as a fraction of a
cent, although it does reduce the rate which the
manufacturer himself must pay on low or thirdclass wool known as carpet wool. The duty on
carpets is retained at its full figure, nevertheless,
and the only possible gainer is the manufacturer and
not the consumer.

+
On the 2 2d Mr. Payne began the debate in the
House, speaking four hours in support of the
tariff bill that now bears his name. The session
was then suspended, he to continue his speech on
(he 23d.
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Party Rupture in Congress.
Steps were taken on the 22d by the Democratic
caucus of the House of Representatives to rebuke
the disloyalty of* the Democratic members (pp.
2GG, 271) who had voted with the Cannon Repub
licans and against the Democratic caucus on the
question of the rules. The session was long and
the debate, bitter. It was after midnight when
resolutions were adopted—
Deploring and disavowing "the action of those
Democrats who supported the Fitzgerald plan of sav
ing Cannonism," as being '*in conflict with the
caucus action" of the Democratic party and "in vio
lation of its platform pledge."
Condeming the false pretense of the Speaker in
appointing ''on the rules committee as a Democratic
member the proponent of the Fitzgerald resolution,
who is opposed to the Democracy of the House in
its fight to reform the rules, and is in accord with
the Speaker." and in appointing "on the ways and
means committee as a Democratic member a gentle
man known to be wholly opposed to the Democratic
tariff view and shown by his vote to be opposed to
Condemning the false pretense of the Speaker in
ing made these appointments "under the guise of
giving to the Democracy of the House representation
on the rules committee and on the ways and means
committee." The caucus here declares that "in
neither of these appointments is the Democracy of
the House or of the country represented," and de
clines "to recognize such appointees as representa
tives" of the Democratic party on those committees.
Congressman Sulzer of Xew York offered an
amendatory resolution providing for a commit
tee of five Democrats to confer with five Republi
cans with a view to amending the present rules of
the House. This resolution was considered but
no action upon it is reported by the despatches.
* *
Labor Legislation in Illinois.
A bill for the suppression of "grafting" by labor
leaders was unanimously adopted by the Chicago
Federation of Labor on the 21st. which the legis
lative committee was instructed to use all legiti
mate means to have enacted into law. It is an
amendment of a bill now before the legislature
at the instance of Chicago business 7iien. The
'ostensible reason for the original bill was the al
leged misconduct of Martin B. ("Skinny") Mad
den in making and settling "fake strikes" (p.
226). Between Madden and the Federation of La"bor there has long been a feud. He is the head of
an organization of the business trades, and once
dominated the Federation of Labor. Displaced at
last with great difficulty, he made an effort to re
gain control but failed. Since his fall from the
power in the Federation which he had maintained
partly by political "pull." partly by intimidation,
and partly by collusion with employers, the Feder
ation has been conducted honorably. During the
struggle, Madden was encouraged by the support
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of business men, politicians and the daily press,
but recently these influences have for some reason
turned against him ; and, besides securing his in
dictment for extortion in connection with "fake
strikes" of his own making, they have demanded
that the Federation of Labor join them in prose
cuting him and in securing laws against the kind
of misconduct of which he is accused. But the
Federation, suspecting these new enemies of Mad
den, hesitated. Jest in approving legislation for
illegitimate conduct like his they might inadver
tently forge chains for legitimate labor union conduet. They noticed, for one thing, that the legis
lation proposed by the business interests would
make the taking of a bribe by labor leaders crimi
nal, but not the giving of the bribe by employers.
They also noticed that the settlement of a strike
for higher wages, if the higher wages were con
ceded, might come under the criminal provisions
of the proposed law. For these reasons they were
(hided by the newspapers for their "unwilling
ness to purify unionism.'' It was under these cir
cumstances that the Federation unanimously
adopted the amended bill mentioned at the be
ginning of this paragraph. It is as follows:
Section 1. Any firm or corporation or member
thereof or agent, who gives or offers to give any
money or other thing of value to any duly accredited
representative of a labor organization, with intent to
influence him in respect to any of his acts, decisions
or other duties as such representative, or to induce
him to prevent or cause a strike of the employes
of any person, firm or corporation, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor; and any representative of
a labor organization who shall solicit or accept any
money or other thing of value, either to prevent a
strike or to settle an existing strike, shall be deemed
guilty in like manner; provided nothing herein shall
be construed to prohibit any representative of a
labor organization from acting in his capacity as
such representative in any dispute involving in
creased wages or better conditions for those he rep
resents.
Sec. 2. No firm or corporation or member thereof
or agent, shall be excused from attending and tes
tifying or producing any books, papers or other docu
ments before any court or magistrate, upon any in
vestigation, proceeding or trial, for a violation of the
foregoing section, upon the ground or for the reason
that the testimony or evidence, documentary or oth
erwise, required of him may tend to convict him
of a crime or subject him to a penalty or forfeiture ;
but no firm or corporation or member thereof or
agent shall be prosecuted or subject to any penalty
or forfeiture for or on account of any transaction,
matter or thing concerning which he may testify
to or produce evidence of, documentary or other
wise, and no testimony so given or produced shall
be received against him upon any criminal investi
gation or proceeding.

Other labor legislation under way in Illinois
relates to questions of safety in dangerous employ
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ments. On this subject a State commission ap
pointed by Governor Deneen made its report pub
lic on the 20th. The commission consisted of Ed
win K. Wright, chairman; Samuel A. Harper, sec
retary; Charles Piez, E. E. Baker, P. A. Peterson.
Henry B. Favill, Graham Taylor, Peter W. Col
lins and William Kossell. It reports a bill to 1rintroduced in the legislature and to take effect next
January, for protection from dangerous and de
fective machinery, provision for cleanliness and
sanitation of working places and for fire-escapes.
A supplementary report on women's labor was
made to the Commission by a committee from the
Woman's Trade Union League, consisting of Anna
N'icholes, chairman of the special committee on in
dustrial measures, Mary Anderson, chairman of
the legislative committee, and Agnes Nestor, or
ganizer. Some of the reforms proposed in this
report are included in the reported bill.

+

+

Approaching Municipal Election in Chicago.
A city election will come off in Chicago on the
•1th, at which the principal places to be tilled will
be seats in the City Council (pp. 7(5, 84, 99, 170) ;
and as members chosen at this election will prob
ably have an influential part in the readjustment
of gas rates, the Municipal Voters' League, of
which Kellogg Fairbank is now the secretary, has
put forth a platform asserting that —
All public service corporations are entitled to a
fair return on the actual value of the tangible prop
erty employed by them in properly conducting such
public utilities, over and above all proper and legiti
mate expenses and charges for depreciation and re
newals. The remaining income from such public
utilities should be conserved for the people and
should be realized by them either in reduced rates,
or a percentage of the receipts as direct compen
sation, or both. In order that the City Council may
intelligently exercise its right to fix reasonable rates
and make reasonable regulations in connection with
the operation of public utilities, competent and trust
worthy experts should be engaged from time to time
to gather and arrange the necessary data, figures,
and information on which a correct judgment and
conclusions may be based; and these should be laid
before the Council and the public a reasonable length
of time before any rate regulation is adopted.
Tli is platform further declares that —
All grants for any public utility should provide
for uniformity and publicity of accounts, and should
reserve to the city the power to require properly
verified detailed reports, as well as the power to
examine from time to time the books, accounts,
vouchers, and records relating to the conduct of the
business and to verify the same by an examination
of the actual condition of the property.
Also that—
No grant should be made for any public utiU*y
without expressly reserving to the city the opP01'
tunity for municipal purchase, at or before ^e ex
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piration of such grant, on fair terms and reasonable
notice.
Other planks of the League's platform call for
conservation of the interests of the city as a whole
rather than of a ward; non-partisanship of alder
men; integrity and fitness in framing Council
committees; divorce of aldermen from private in
terests in conflict with the city's interests;, no
special privileges by the Council; strict enforce
ment of the civil service law : no corporation
grants or franchises of more than twenty years'
duration ; the right of the city to police regula
tion concerning the erection, construction, mainte
nance, use and operation of the property of public
utility corporations, and improved business and
technical methods in all the city departments. To
its platform the League asks the Aldermanic candi
dates at the approaching election to pledge them
selves, although no promise is made that approval
of the platform will necessarily secure indorse
ment by the League.

+

+

Municipal Election in Detroit.
At the Detroit election on the oth, the burning
question is that of the public schools. Superintendant Martindale is regarded as the center of
the school ring. He is, therefore, the issue: fir
the Board of Lducation in Detroit is elective. In
asmuch as women have the suffrage on school
questions in that city, and are deeply interested in
the present situation, it is expected that they will
cast a heavy vote at the election, as they did at the
primaries (p. 25:?). Members of the Board are
elected from wards.

+

+

Woman Suffrage in Denmark.
At the Copenhagen election on the 12, at
which women voted for the first time in Denmark
(p. 270'), the women are reported to have polled
a heavy vote. They were urged to vote by the
Queen. Of the 42 municipal councillors elected
in Copenhagen, 7 are women ; and of these 2 are
Social Democrats.
*
*
British Movements in Liberia.
The statement in The Public of February ID
(p. 179), derived from the Associated Press dis
patches of that ])eriod, that ''a British gunboat
had arrived" in Liberia "to- afford protection to
foreign interests, and a company of soldiers had
been sent from Sierra Leone to the capital at
Monrovia for the same purpose," formed the sub
ject of a parliamentary interpellation by Mr. Keir
Ifardie on March 11. The interpellation is thus
recorded :
Mr. Kelr Hardle,—To ask the Under Secretary of
State for the Colonies, whether a British gunboat
and a company of soldiers from Sierra Leone have
been sent to Liberia; and, If so, for what purpose.
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The official answer follows :
Some soldiers in the Liberian service, whose paywas in arrears, having threatened to mutiny and
burn Monrovia, the capital, His Majesty's Consul
General telegraphed for protection for British lives,
which were said to be in danger. The telegram was
received on February 4th last, and orders were at
once cabled to His Majesty's Ship "Mutine" at As
cension to proceed to Monrovia. The "Mutine" ar
rived there on February 10th and found a situation
of great unrest, but by February 24th the Com
mander reported that the crisis was over and that he
had gone to Sierra Leone.
No troops were sent from Sierra Leone.

NEWS NOTES
—William J. Bryan's forty-ninth birthday was cele
brated by his neighbors to the number of 500 at a
dinner at Lincoln on the 19th.
—The 46th Senatorial vote in the Illinois legisla
ture (p. 226) took place on the 18th, and ex-Senator
Hopkins received only 76 votes.
— The Bahais of America, a Syrian-Persian relig
ious association, have been holding a national con
vention in Chicago during the current week.
— Ex-President Roosevelt sailed from New York
for Naples on the 23rd, on board the Hamburg, on
his way to Africa (p. 253) upon a hunting expedition.
—Henry George, Jr., now on his way to San Fran
cisco, is booked to sail for Japan by the "China,"
on the 2d. He goes on a special mission for Col
lier's.
—A little revolt of Cuban (p. 130) rural guards in
Santa Clara province, reported on the 16th, ended
with the surrender of the leader, Sergeant Cortes, on
the 18th.
—George T. Angell, founder, and president since
1889, of the American Humane Education Society,
and editor of "Our Dumb Animals," died on the 16th
In his 86th year.
— Alcohol was seriously discredited for medical
uses at the semi-annual meeting of the American
Society for the Study of Alcohol and Other Drug
Narcotics, at Washington, on the 17th.
— President Taft has appointed Lloyd Bowers,
general counsel of the Northwestern Railroad, as
Solicitor General, the next office In importance in
the Department of Justice, to (hat of Attorney Gen
eral.
—The Indians of the far north of Canada are re
ported as having suffered most terribly during the
past winter. The cold was imprecedented, and both
game and flsh were very scarce, so that many have
died of starvation.
Counl Zeppelin's new dirigible airship (vol. xl,
] p. tie. 752). rising from Lake Constance in Switz
erland on the 2uth, created a new record for carrying
weight. Twenty-six pesous were carried a distance
of 150 miles. The time taken was four hours.
—At a birthday meeting in memory of Grover
Cleveland, at Carnegie Hall, New York, on the 18th.
Mayor McCleJlan presided and Chief Justice Fuller
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and President Taft spoke. In the evening a meet
ing was held at which Senator Root and Edward
M. Shepard were among the speakers.
—An attempt to sell land under the waters of San
Jacinto Bay has been defeated by the Texas Su
preme Court, which decided, on the 10th, that the
State cannot sell land below low-water mark. The
land in question is in the vicinity of an oil field and
is believed to contain valuable oil deposits.
— "The Price of Victory," a labor play by Abram E.
Adelman, is to be read by Miss Harriet Monroe at
Handel Hall, 40 East Randolph street, Chicago, on
the evening of Saturday the 27th. The reading is
given under the auspices of the Women's Trade
Union League. Tickets are twenty-five cents.
— A hearing on the Rhode Island bill for home
rule in taxation (p. 202) was had before the judiciary
committee of the lower house of the Rhode Island
legislature on the 19th, ex-Gov. Garvin taking the
lead in the discussion in support of the bill, and be
ing supported by Charles Sisson and ex-Alderman
Parks.
— St. Patrick's day was celebrated in Ireland this
year for the first time as a legal holiday by act of
Parliament. Heretofore the anniversary had been
celebrated in the Catholic churches only, but with
the recognition of. the day by law, the Protestants
threw open their churches in honor of the patron
saint of their nation.
—The anti-injunction bill of the American Federa
tion of Labor offered as a substitute in the Massa
chusetts Senate for a bill presented by the joint
committee on judiciary and labor, was defeated in
the Senate on the 19th by a vote of 16 to 6. As 16
Senators were paired, it is inferred that the normal
vote would have been 24 to 14.
—A woman suffrage bill (p. 225) passed its sec
ond reading in the British House of Commons on
the 19th by a vote of 157 to 122. It gives to every
man and woman a vote, the only proviso being that
they shall be 21 years of age and shall have resided
three months in the constituency. It was intro
duced by a private member, and has not received
the official endorsement of the Ministry.
— Delegations from ten Illinois cities— Peoria, East
St. Louis, Springfield, Bloomington, Moline, Galesburg, Rock Island, Gillespie, Jollet and Glen Carbon
—appeared on the 17th before the Senate commit
tee on municipalities of the Illinois legislature in
advocacy of a measure outlining the Des Moines
plan (p. 28) of city government; and the committee
decided to investigate the operation of this plan.
—The trial of John Sharp, Duncan B. Cooper and
Robin Cooper for the murder of ex-Senator Carmack
of Tennessee (vol. xi, p. 7S2), terminated on the
20th. After a long session in the jury room, the
jury had come into court on the 19th with a ver
dict of acquittal as to Sharp and a statement of
disagreement as to the Coopers. Sharp was ac
cordingly discharged, and the jury ordered back to
their room to deliberate further as to the Coopers;
and after several hours' further deliberation, they
came into court on the 20th with a verdict against
both the Coopers, father and son, of murder in the
second degree, assessing the punishment at confine
ment in the State penitentiary for 20 years. A mo

tion to set aside the verdict and declare a- mistrial
was made and the convicted defendants were re
leased on $25,000 bail.
—Vladimir Tchertkoff, a Russian gentleman of
family and position, banished from Russia in 1897
for publishing prohibited works by Leo Tolstoy (p.
157), for several years lived in England as Tolstoy's
only literary representative outside of Russia, and
there saw to the translating and publication of the
Count's material in the English papers or through
other channels. But lately returning to Russia, Mr.
Tchertkoff has lived near the aged author's home at
Yasnaya Polyana in the province of Tula, giving him
more personal aid. Mr. Tchertkoff has now sent a
dispatch to London saying that he has received no
tice of his banishment from Tula province owing to
his alleged bad influence on the local population.
—The strike of the French telegraph employes
reported last week (p. 277) spread to the telephone
operators, the letter carriers and the mall clerks,
and by the 18th business throughout France was
paralyzed. On the 21st a compromise was effected
between the government and the strikers. The lat
ter demanded the dismissal of Mr. Simyan, the
under secretary of posts and telegraphs, whom they
charged with favoritism, that no employe should be
dismissed on account of the strike, and that their
delegates should thereafter be permitted to lay their
grievances directly before the minister of public
works. Mr. Barthou, the minister of pubic works,
and Mr. Clemenceau, the premier, without full prom
ise as to program in detail, met the demands in so
conciliatory a spirit that the strike committee
yielded, and at two mass meetings persuaded the
strikers to resume work on the 22d.
—Following is the official comparison of payments
into the city treasury by the Chicago traction com
panies (pp. 203, 243, 254) for the years ending Janu
ary 31, 1908 and 1909, respectively:
1909.
1908.
Passenger earnings
$10,745,253.54 $10,367,551.57
Other income
249.553.02
193,020.41
Totals
$10,994,806.56 $10,560,571.98
Operating expenses as per ordi
nance. 70%
7.696,364.59 7.392.400.39
Balance ..'.
$3,298,441.97
Less Interest on investment, 5% 1,740.073.99

$3,168,171.59
1.566,158.96

Net earnings
$1,558,367.98 $1,602,012.63
City of Chicago, 53%
857.102.38
881,106.95
Chicago Railways Co., 43%
701.265.60
720,903.68
The balance sheet of December 31, 1908, as com
pared with January 31, 1908, follows:
Assets—
Dec. 31, '08. Jan. 31, '08.
Railroad and equipment (city valua
tion)
$38,945,441 $32,589,047
Cash and cash items (net)
1.86S.382 1,449,461
Totals
$40.S1W23 $34.03S.50S
[liabilities—
Capital (city purchase price as per
ordinance)
$38,945,441 $32,5S9,047
Reserve for damages
1.072.423
586.112
Due city of Chicago
795.759
863,349
Totals
$40,813,823 $34,038,508

+

+

+

In these days genius is the capacity for taking
gains.—Life.
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The Cleveland Traction Controversy.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer (ind. Dem.), March
16.— Permanent traction peace, so often foretold but
never realized, comes nearer being a definite con
ception of the near future as a result of yesterday's
meeting at the city hall. . . . With the Mayor and
Judge Tayler agreed upon the scheme of settlement,
with the City Solicitor at work on an ordinance em
bodying it in the form of law, with the Council ready
to do its part and the public insistent on quick
action, results should be forthcoming. A proper ordi
nance, indorsed by the Mayor and. Judge Tayler
and enacted by the Council along the lines sug
gested, would go to the Cleveland Railway Co. for
acceptance with a great force of public sentiment
behind it. No one at this or any future stage of
proceedings can afford to adopt obstructive meas
ures. The renewal of the "war'' should not be con
sidered. Public condemnation in copious measures
awaits the man, organization or corporation which
now needlessly checks the progress of friendly nego
tiations.

+

+

Changing Inauguration Day.
Springfield Republican (ind.), March 11 .(weekly
ed.).— Instead of talking about changing inaugura
tion day until April, one would "do better to advocate
a radical and wholesale change all along the line.
Elect in September, inaugurate the first week in No
vember, and bring together the new Congress at the
same time. When the government, began in George
Washington's time, it was still the period of stage
coaches and river rafts. The government ought to
be brought Into harmony with the "20th century
limited" and wireless telegraphy.

<*

+

Setting an Expert to Catch an Expert.
The Johnstown (Pa.) Democrat (ind. Dem.),
March 12.— It is evident that the corporation lawyer
is to find high favor with the Taft administration.
Already he has called into his cabinet at least one
eminent railway counsel and now the word comes
from Washington that John W. Warrington of Cin
cinnati is to be placed on the United States court
of appeals to succeed the late Judge Richards. Mr.
Warrington is noted as a corporation attorney and
it is said that President Taft in putting him on the
bench will be moved by the theory that the best
way to catch a corporation lawyer is to put another
corporation lawyer on his trail. Just how this the
ory will work out In practice remains to be seen.
But It must be admitted that past experience in
putting corporation lawyers on the bench gives little
support to Mr. Tafl's argument.

+

+

Feasting a Departing Prodigal.
The Commoner (Dem.), March 19.—The Bible tells
us of a feast that was spread by a happy father
when his prodigal son returned, repentant, but the
Iroquois Club of Chicago has given us a new version
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of the story. It gives a banquet to the prodigal as
he leaves his father's house, boastful and arrogant.
Former Mayor E. F. Dunne, of Chicago, was Invited
to a dinner given to Jacob L. Dickinson, the newwar secretary, by the Iroquois Club, a Democratic
organization. Judge Dunne declined to attend the
dinner. . . . Bravo, Judge Dunne! A non-parti
san dinner is one thing, but it is quite another story
for a Democratic club to give a complimentary ban
quet to one of its members when he declares that
he has not been la the habit of supporting the ticket
in recent years. And to make matters worse the
honor is done the member just as he signalizes his
abandonment of his party by accepting a cabinet
position under a Republican President. There i.3
only one excuse that could be offered—the club
might thus give evidence of its delight to have the
party relieved of the presence of the new Secretary
of War. A man whose corporate connections can
draw him out of the Democratic party is a burden,
and his open departure is a blessing even If it did
require a cabinet position to give publicity to a bolt
ing that had become chronic. The Iroquois Club has
many loyal Democrats among its members, but it
will not strengthen its position in the party by do
ing honor to one who first pawned his political prin
ciples for a corporate salary and then sold the re
demption check for a cabinet office.

The Core of the Education Problem.
William Marion Reedy In The (St. Louis) Mirror.
March 11.— Boys and girls are not educated because
they have not the time to be educated. The pres
sure of economic conditions is so hard that parents
take. their children out of school, before they can
learn much of anything, and put them to work. Then
most of these children, unfortunately, make no at
tempt to add to their equipment of education through
their own efforts. We are trying compulsory edu
cation, but we find that it means, if anything, that
we must take care of the parents whom the com
pulsory method of education deprives of the support
of their children's labor. This adds to the cost of
education, though education is worth any cost. From
this condition I deduce, that, faulty though our pub
lic schools may be, the system of education would
be more satisfactory as it is, if our economic sys
tem were improved. If there was less deprivation
of the many through the privilege of the few the
children of the many would have more time to go
to school. Our economic system tends to limit op
portunity for the many, to force the children early
to become wage-earners. Rents and tariffs and
taxes that exact tribute from labor in exorbitant
proportion to the taxes exacted of privilege, empty
the schools of the greater number of pupils before
they reach the eighth grade. The schools will be
more useful to the people when the children of the
people can attend them for a longer time. It is all
very well to push the trade school idea, but there
is no dodging the fact that back of the trade school
idea there lurks in some quarters a purpose to use
the trade school as a place to make mechanics who
will be just enough trained to offer competition to
the trades unions. It is my opinion that the best
education is the education that makes "^ople think,
and it seems to me that the old methods, which are
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now being "psychologized" and practicalized, pro
duced good thinkers, great men and great women.
I believe that the old education put people in the
way to find happiness, rather than wealth, and I
don't see how even "practicalized" education is go
ing to give us much desiderated wealth, when not
education but cunning and unscrupulousness and
graspingness are the chief means to the end of
wealth. It is my conviction that when you have a
person really educated, that person rather inclines
to minimize the importance of wealth, since its at
tainment involves the sacrifice of so many things
that yield higher satisfactions. Let us improve our
public school system by all means, but let us not im
prove it so that its benefits shall the more accrue to
the mone fortunate people. Let us improve economic
conditions so that better schools shall be of benefit
to more of the people. Let us devise a way to get
more children into the schools and keep them there
longer. How can it be done? By taking the burden
of government off the producers and shifting it upon
those who produce not themselves but flourish by
reason of the power they have acquired to live upon
the productiveness of others. By taking from prop
erty values for public use the amount of value given
to property by public activities and thus relieving of
tax all value created by labor or service. This will
emancipate the children of the workers from the call
of the shop and store and leave them time for educa
tion. Privileges in property, chiefly land, rob them
of that right. Therefore, abolish privilege, though
meanwhile not forgetting to make better the schools
at all points now defective.

RELATED THINGS
CONTRIBUTIONS AND REPRINT
THE TOILER.
Nay, let me play a while ere day grows late.
So brief the sunlight and this task so great,
What wonder that I yearn to drop the strand
And mar the pattern with a ruthless hand
Of this I weave, and, in the weaving, hate!
What profits it if. long compelled to wait,
At twilight by the finished work I stand
Too weary for that gipsy ing I planned?
Nay, let me play a while ere day grows late.
My truant comrades call without the gate,
"Ah, little sister, throw a jest at fate,
And laugh, and join us." All the spring-thrilled
land
Lures me with sweet insistence and command.
Taskmistress Life, be once compassionate,
Nay, let me play a while ere day grows late.
—Theodosia Garrison in The Cosmopolitan.
v

v

v

GEOGRAPHY GRUDGES.
For The Public.
A vot;-"-<ter, geography in hand, walked into a
little groui' °^ n's grown-ups, pitting around the

fire. "Got a new big geography to-day." The
remark touched off a whole package of fire-crack
ers.
"Did you? 1 wonder if New England is still
as large as anvone of the groups of big Western
States."
"Is Europe very much bigger than Asia? and
how do the British Isles compare with Russia?'"
"The thing that makes me mad yet is that the
top of a map always 'feels' East because the seats
in our first geography school-room happened to
face East, and our teacher didn"t know enough to
turn us North when we were looking at our
maps."
"Why don't they teach children first on a
globe? Perhaps in that case a few of us could
•remember occasionally that Rome and Chicago
are in the same latitude, and we'd be more inter
ested in the Gulf Stream."
"I wish the railroads were less greedy about
the space they take up on the maps. Under their
net-work it's so terribly hard to find a river, or
medium-sized town. In the United States and
Europe the map-man could put them all in a
foot-note: 'All towns connected with almost all
others by railroads.' "'
"Ts there any reason why some names of cities
couldn't be put on the physical maps? I never
had a suspicion that Salt Lake City, for instance,
was within a thousand miles of a hill, until I
went there and saw the snow-caps."
".Mark Twain said it all from the balloon in
Tom Sawyer. 'That ain't Illinois, Huck. Can't
you see it's green? It's Indiana.
Illinois 's
pink.' "'
Children can't and adults ought not to worship
symbols—especially inadequate, distorted ones.
ANGEMNE EOESCH.

HOW THE GIRL SHOULD SPEND
HER COLLEGE YEARS.
From an Article by Professor Ellen Hayes, in the
February Wellesley Magazine.
It is believed by a few here and there that four
years between early youth and the life of active af
fairs and cares may best be spent in mental train
ing and the acquirement of knowledge. Serious
adherence to this notion rather commits one to a
hostile attitude toward whatever interferes in any
marked degree with such training and learning.
. . . The theory, prevalent four decades ago,
that women had weak bodies and no minds to
speak of. was taken in hand and dealt with by the
young women of thai day. It rests with the
young women of this day to decide whether
. . .
the typical woman's college will be
merely a boarding school writ large, or,
whether it will become the academic home
of those who appreciate ;« some
degree
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the magnitude of the three-fold task: the
acquiring of the essentials of knowledge that
is of most worth; the adjusting of one's mental
machinery so that it may be warranted to run,
and the setting of one's moral life to the high
mark of preferring truth, however it may clash
with one's deepest prejudices and dearest opinions.
The present compromise is a case of unstable
equilibrium and as such it cannot be maintained.
The fundamental cause of this unsettled and
transitional condition is the lack of agreement as
to what a college is for. This absence of any
clearly defined theory affords at once a prized op
portunity for outsiders who know very well what
they wish to accomplish. The unpeaceful activi
ties of the community have invaded the col
lege. • • •
It is readily admitted that a student should be
informed about modern social movements. The
main facts of their origin, purpose, growth, and
prospects may well be considered in a course in
sociology ; but this is by no means the same thing
as engaging practically in them. What usually
happens is that the student is induced to take part
in the work of a given movement whilst remaining
ignorant of its genetic antecedents and relation
ships. The same person later, when out of col
lege, will with alacrity help to engineer a charity
ball but she will quite fail to study the deep lying
conditions that have made her charity ball an
apparent necessity. We do not want, on the one
hand, unpractical students retiring to a corner to
read Plato and Goethe in the original, pedantic
rather than intellectual : nor on the other,
restive young persons who patronize as much of
the world as they can reach, and call it ''minister
ing." Let us have rather those who arc modest
and far-seeing enough to spend four years in
serene, unhasting preparation. The battle will
keep. Sorrow will not be gone from the earth,
neither will ignorance nor injustice bv the time
you are really ready to go into the fight. The
soldier is commended for obeying without asking
the reason why. You are to know every reason
why. This is what we mean by education. Thus
there is only one word to say to the good folk at
the gate, the "movements" people: "Hands off;
stay out. In due time we will join you."

ERRORS IN THE TEACHING OF
SCIENCE.
Ethelbert Stewart in the Chicago Daily News of
March 4.
While I was talking to a little group of high
school boys very recently it develo|>ed that they
were enthusiasts over chemistry and biology anil
had met to exchange ideas upon these favorite
studies. They had reached the stage when some
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connection between chemistry and biology seemed
vital to them.
Just as perpetual motion is the dream of a
young machinist, each newly arrived chemist
wants to make an egg that will hatch. To the inquery : "Is there not some impassable gap be
tween the chemical constituents of the mechanism
of life and life itself?" the answer was prompt.
"No; if the chemicals forming an egg can be put
together in the same proportions and subjected
to the proper heat for twenty-one days there is no
reason why it should not hatch."
"Except that it docs not hatch," was ventured
tentatively.
"It never has been done carefully enough," was
the reply.
It was admitted that this question never had
come up in just this form in school.
"You believe, then, that there is nothing in the
universe that cannot be reduced to its chemical
constituents and expressed in chemical formula?''
was asked.
They unanimously agreed that they could not
imagine anything which could not be so expressed.
"What is your chemical formula for God?" was
asked.
Quick as a flash one of them replied, "Super
heated HO* will express that fairly well, I think,"
and in the eves of the other bovs he was a hero.

Xow. what is the trouble? These l>oys were
never exactly taught that in school and yet praeticallv all of them learn it and believe it. Not
only boys, but girls.
In teaching the material processes and work
ing of natural laws everything back of these pro
cesses is ignored. The teacher in chemistry
teaches how certain elements act upon one another
to produce certain combinations and infatuates
his boys and girls with laboratory experiments.
He does not directly say there is nothing in the
universe that cannot be analvzed and explained by
the laws of chemical attraction and combination.
He says nothing about it. In everything he does
take up he finds chemistry, nothing but chemis
try. Bv indirection the child learns to exclude
from his mind what the teacher excludes from his
leaching. Finally, he agrees with the earlier
teaching of Tyndall, that "in matter we have the
promise and the potency of all life."
In the biological laboratory, in the history class,
everywhere causes and finalities are ignored and
only methods and processes are studied and these
in such a manner as to produce the impression
that they constitute the whole not only of knowl
edge but of fact.
Only the mechanism of facts, only the organism
of life, are studied or taught, and yet, consciously
or unconsciously, these are so taught as to make
the children believe thev constitute all.
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Let us concede that this is the how world and
not the why world. Let us concede that we send
our children to school to learn how to do things,
how to study, how to think, and that final answers
to final whys never can be ascertained in this
wrorld. Nevertheless, is it wise to ignore the why
in teaching the how? Is it at all dangerous to
suggest that as there is no answer to the why in
the how, maybe the how is not all there is of it?
It is natural enough for the machinist to get
so interested in the mechanism of the locomotive
he forgets that without steam the piston and cyl
inder are but so much impotent iron. It is pos
sible for him to get so lost in the blue-print draw
ing of the various parts that he forgets the loco
motive as a whole, and the draftsmen behind the
blue print, and the purpose behind it all.
Teachers of children should not forget that the
tilings which they ignore in teaching, the child's
mind is likely to deny as nonexistent.
This is not so serious with children of parents
who have a university education, but as soon as the
child is educated beyond the point the parent
reached, that moment the parent's influence is
gone in educational matters. The washerwoman
who refuses to send her girl to high school "to
learn to look down on her mother' is not more
helpless than the average man who has finally to
admit to his child that he can no longer assist it
in getting its lessons. Once admit that "you have
gone beyond where I was when I had to leave
school" and all pow-er to influence is destroyed.
Having studied only in books, it is only what
comes from books that counts with the school boy
or girl. The maturer years, the experiences of
life, the broader comparisons which experience
brings, count not with a child until it has lived
them for itself. The parent, therefore, cannot
offset this negative teaching of a positive atheism
in the high schools.
It is all well enough to say that materialistic
atheism is a sweat the boy must go through, and
like the measles, the younger he has it the quicker
he will recover and the less harm it will do him.
Soine of lis doubt this.
•

The remedy lies solely with the teachers as in
dividuals. It is not necessary to put "the Bible
in the public schools," nor to teach creeds or sect
arianism or cults to remedy this trouble. Teach
ers need but impress upon each mind that the
schools are teaching only the hmv and not the
why; that the how is not the whole of the prob
lem ' that biology teaches only how organisms
have developed, the path of evolution, not the why
of evolution; that chemistry is not concerned with
the reason one substance has "an affinity" for an
other, but only with the fact, and that back of all
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chemistry there is a problem so big we have not
yet even estimated its circumference.
Will not the high school teachers of Chicago
agree among themselves to do something to stop
this nightmare of materialistic atheism to which
they are subjecting our boys and girls ?

DR. JOHN BASCOM ON SEGREGA
TION.
Published in The Daily Cardinal, at the University of
Wisconsin, April 13, 1908.
1 observe that the question of a modification of
coeducation, in what has come to be called a seg
regation of the sexes, is under discussion in con
nection with the University of Wisconsin, and that
a committee of the faculty has it in considera
tion. This change may be offered as a slight,
formal one, but I much fear it may prove a seri
ous, retrograde movement; that, instead of turn
ing out to be a wise concession to an unfortunate
but unavoidable sentiment, it may be regarded as
a concession that coeducation is, at least in part,
a failure, and may thus prepare the way for an
indefinite retreat toward the earlier state of separ
ate training.
Coeducation is not a thing of compromises or
of half way measures. It is a thing of primary
principle and of wide reaching rightfulness. We
are not to be caught vibrating in a debatable land,
between one or another, a lesser or a greater, dif
ference in the claims of the sexes, but are to
reach and retain a permanent equilibrium in
which we have ceased to discuss the right of man
or woman fully and freely to avail himself or her
self of all approaches to knowledge. The en
croachments of segregation will ultimately alter
the entire spirit of the university.
The present form of coeducation in the univer
sity covers the ground in the most direct and sim
ple way, and can hardly l>e altered without rais
ing again the questions which wrere under warm
dispute years since, and were then answered with
immediate reference to the fundamental rights of
both sexes. These questions were met on the
broad ground that a state university should give
the lx-st opportunity of education to all the young
]x>ople of the state, and offer them under condi
tions open and available to all. The two ideas of
opportunity and equality, to be held without carp
ing were uppermost. This simple and adequate
result cannot be departed from without endanger
ing the peace, and ought not to be modified ex
cept in view of a principle as general and as im
portant as the one on which this reconciliation
of claims was made to rest. No right is more
sacred than the right to develop and to use one's
own powers under all the advantages which an
enlightened community provides for this purpose.
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Our powers are the sufficient and the divine meas
ure of our right?; our opportunities of acquisition
are the most significant gift the community has
to bestow upon us; and the two, in free interplay,
express the best concurrent action of divine and
human activity. This self-consistency of coedu
cation hushes all strife and leaves every one, in
his development, to his own powers and own am
bitions. He puts his own seal on his own results.
There is no other equally simple and equally just
method in education provided by the state for
its common and universal want.
If coeducation, in its operation, develops more
intelligence at one point or another than we an
ticipated, if the remains of conventional sentiment
under which we still labor issue in attractions here
and dislikes there, these misjudgments and
these repulsions, before hidden from us, are a part
of the very facts under which the problem of life
is to be wrought out, and are not by a clever com
promise to l>e hiden out of sight, as if in them
selves they were nothing and expressed nothing.
The young man is not to pride himself behind
an assumption of superiority which does not ex
ist, or an assertion of difference which is merely
the remaining shadow of an earlier frame work of
society. Coeducation helps to uncover the deeper
facts of life, and the instructor or the student who
does not quite like them should get his powers
together and prepare to meet them. Few things
can be more mistaken or more cowardly than to
desire a veiling of sunlight, a reduction of the gen
eral welfare, that we may the more readily grope
along our path.
Some seem to think that segregation and coedu
cation can both be entertained. A university aims
to give leading forms of knowledge their best ex
pressions. As a knowledge of one thing often in
volves that of other things its instruction is ar
ranged in courses. A young man comes to the
university and says:
"I like your course in politics but I am a Nor
wegian, and I observe that this course is mainly
taken by Germans. Can't I have a course at
tractive to those of my own nationality?"'
The answer would be:
"We arrange our instruction, not in reference to
Americans or Norwegians or Germans, but in ref
erence to adequate knowledge. We are a coedu
cational institution, end strive simply to give each
person the most effectve means of education. This
is our exclusive object and we cannot undertake
to adapt our methods to the feelings of different
classes. Such an effort might often interfere with
our primary purpose."
That coeducation should offer some difficulties
and bring with it new dangers is a matter of
course. The same is true of all progress. Edu
cation itself, east and west, has brought to the
students of our universities a great increase of
temptations, social activities, social pleasures.
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Even the simple growth of indolence surrounds
the student with incentives and diversions which
may go far to wreck his effort.
New strength
must always mean new burdens, and not to accept
the burden is the loss of the strength. One idea
from the days of the cave dwellers, from that
dark road, still traveled by the caste and sexes
of India, comes to us ever growing in brightness,
the glory of human life, the common glory of
human life, redeemed in one and all. I feel sure
that those who. in their own experience, have
eomq fully under coeducation will not willingly
surrender any portion of its advantages.

NATURE IN EDUCATION.
From an Address Delivered at Fairhope, by James
Bellangee.
Nature does not concern herself with specific
cases. She is insistent to the last degree concern
ing general laws. But the methods that man em
ploys are often mere expedients. They disturb
natural relations, thus necessitating new adjust
ments and further expedients. Because of his
ignorance man gropes in the dark, and only when
he finds the line of least resistance does he come
into harmony with nature's plans.

Man's achievements are never real creations,
but merely reflections of nature.
His music at best can find the range of but a
few chords that harmonize. His sculpture is as
cold in expression as the inanimate marble that he
chisels. He prides himself upon the nobility of
his architecture, but its beautiful proportions,
grace of outline and elegance of detail are limited
to the facade that he rears amid incongruous sur
roundings. The brush of the inspired painter
may indeed catch a few of nature's tints and trans
fer them to immortal canvass: but the walls of
his studio imprison his genius, and his master
pieces are hidden in museums of art and belittled
by the necessary limitations of their mountings.
Even in his spiritual and social life man can
at best hope to win sympathetic appreciation from
only a few, who may learn to know him intimately.
He treads his daily path alone amid a throng of
his fellows.
If he be successful in some undertaking his tri
umph is usually confined to the single object of
his endeavor. Barely does his work bear other
fruit, and far more commonly does it disturb the
harmony of other relations.
Man is simply a fragment groping in ignorance
and weakness to find his proper place in the great
scheme of the universe, yet endowed with a voli
tion and a life that fits him to ultimately reach
his destiny and reflect in his personality the wis
dom and love of the Creative Intelligence. Though
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the way be long and his path obscure, his weary
feet bruised by the rough stones of experience are
ever led towards perfection. He reaches toward
the infinite through comprehending the finite.

Man must learn by experience, he must reach
a knowledge of the development possible in his
life by studying nature's laws. But he is so prone
to take his knowledge second hand and to accept
conclusions that others have formed from perhaps
insufficient data, that his undertakings even when
successful are commonly attended with increased
complications that call for new and continually
increasing adjustments.
In methods of business, in the administration of
justice, in education, in social life and even in
his religion man's works bear abundant proof of
his imperfect understanding of nature's require
ments. And the call for regeneration, the neces
sity for reform, and rebellion against tyranny are
most insistent where his systems are most artificial
and dependent upon authority for their support.
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covering as far as possible her dominant purposes,
and aligning himself without reserve with her
forces and plans.
Probably no one will dispute this proposition,
but the general assent will be given in a purely
perfunctory way.
It does not require the formal statement of the
Scriptures to proclaim that "in the sweat of his
face man shall eat bread." It is universally rec
ognized as the natural order and quite as univer
sally shunned. Our industrial system, so far
from being a consistent and effective means for
converting man's labor into the needed products
for his consumption, has degenerated into a uni
versal warfare of get-rich-quick schemes which
impiously brutalize man instead of nourishing
and developing him. This is because we try to
adapt the natural law to our especial ends instead
of reflecting God's image by using it to serve His
purpose; and we make abundant use of the arti
ficial machinery of governmental authority to per
vert to selfish purposes the power of natural law.

We read in the Decalogue, "Thou shalt not
At the dictate of desire man conceives of cer
steal." This command in the language of nat
tain ends to be attained, and adjusts means to ural law is slated in the positive injunction. "Thou
those ends, often disturbing other relations ; and
shalt earn thy living by thy labor." To acquire
he shifts his plans as caprice dictates new desires support by other means is to steal. Even though
only to introduce new complications. But the
the artificial contrivances of human law enable
Creator adjusts means to anterior purposes, and
one man to appropriate legally the fruits of an
the results or ends harmonize because there is other's toil the act is none the less a theft. And
unity and continuity of purpose. We might make no man can profit by those legal methods of theft
this classification : The human mind is governed without becoming in a measure a thief. Whether
by desire; the Creative Intelligence by purpose.
or not he sees that his profits are stolen, his ex
It is only a general classification. While begin
ample and the force of the organization that sus
ning life with the feebleness of infancy and the tains his success is in opposition to the natural law
ignorance of inexperience, it is natural that man of justice. They do not reflect its spiritual mean
should at first grope his way under the leadership
ing. He does not therefore image the divine at
of the desires of his animal instincts; with the tributes.
dawn of reason and his increasing knowledge
This injustice under legal forms is the "spirit
drawn from observation and experience, his gener
ual wickedness in high places" against which the
alizations should take wider scope and his actions
righteous wrestle. These systems of aggrandize
become more and more amenable to the Creative ment whereby vast fortunes are unjustly wrung
l'urpose through a better comprehension of Na
from the toil of the many are the "principalities
ture's processes. He thus reflects the attributes
and powers" which the righteous in our day must
of his Creator in whose image "lie was made. I overcome. The thoughtless worship of success,
am unable to find anywhere in literature a symbol the support given through social recognition and
of man's relation to nature more fitting than the .the publicity of the press to those whose hands
Scriptural statement that he was created in the are full of the spoils of injustice are the forces
image of his Maker. That is, that he is a reflec
that work under the "rulers of the darkness of this
tion of the Creative Intelligence which fashioned world."
the universe. Not a counterfeit, not a rival, not
merely a resemblance, but an image.
Nor is it possible for the beneficiary of these
systems to make atonement for his perversions.
He is enslaved by the habits he has acquired. He
Since man was not endowed with instinct to
wholly govern himself, he should in order to lead
finds his nature so perverted that the only meth
a natural life become as rapidly as possible a nat
ods he has the remaining skill to employ, are the
identical ones by which he has sinned. He cannot
uralist in the broadest sense of the word, seeking
atone. He mav give his ill-gotten gains to others,
to acquaint himself with Nature's methods, dis
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but that does not restore the plunder to those who
have been robbed. It only enlarges the circle of
his accomplices in the unnatural perversion. He
cannot atone. There may one day come to him
the realization that his works shall be utterly des
troyed because they are a perversion of nature's
laws. But if he repent he is offered only the hope
that his powers for evil may be ended and that
his remorse for having abused his responsibility
may teach him in future to profit by the lessons
of experience. He cannot atone. The only atone
ment possible is the vicarious suffering of his
helpless and innocent victims. In their unfor
tunate sufferings are stilled the waves of per
version that circle about his evil influences. As
the storm waves of the ocean spend their fury
upon the shore, losing their power in the des
truction they cause, so the impotence of man's
folly marks the progress of his civilization with
the wreckage of human happiness. He cannot
atone. This is the eternal tragedy of human ex
perience. The innocent must suffer that the
works of the guilty may perish. Bodies dwarfed
and stunted by insufficient nourishment; minds
darkened by doubt or fired by unholy ambitions,
and hearts broken by disappointments or black
ened by distrust induced by unmerited fate.
These are the sufferings that vicariously atone
for the sins of the one who perverts nature's
laws in his relations to his fellowmen. He 7tfmself cannot atone.
That the divine law of labor is so universally
recognized in theory and so persistently ignored
in practice has led many of us to attribute this
perversion to the greed and selfishness of the
human heart. That attribution, I think, is far
from the truth. For selfishness is the first fruit of
our artificial methods. Our selfishness comes not
from our impiety, but from our imbecility. Not
from our wickedness, but from our weakness. It is
not the result of our sinfulness, but of our sim
plicity. Not because our natures are bad, but be
cause we have not learned the nature of the rela
tions that enter into the problems of our lives. We
do not know enough to be unselfish. We are brutal
because we have not learned how to be spiritual. It
is the fool that, has said in his heart. "There is no
God." Or, to better bring out the moaning by para
phrasing the text: ''The fool halh said in
his heart, there is no good, no plan or system of
the universe that must be respected ; all is subject
to caprice, my desire shall know no restraint."
There is nothing unclean—nothing that does
not have its unchangeable relation to other fac
tors. Education in its ultimate analysis is the
teaching of these relations. Too much emphasis
cannot be placed upon the value of the study of
nature through experience.

No education is complete that does not develop
the faculty of generalizing and that does not stim
ulate sensitive appreciation of the fundamental
importance of natural law. We call the former
reason, and the latter conscience.
No one can be a good reasoner who does not
have a clear conscience, and no one can have a safe
and clear conscience who is not a clear reasoner.
The cultivation of both must go along together,
and both are stimulated by the study of natural
law. No one can have either reason or conscience
highly developed who cannot make the most of
experience. And there is no victory that begins
to compare in satisfaction to the soul with the
joy that comes to us when we find we have met
squarely and fairly the demands of natural law.
I might with perfect propriety have used the ex
pression, ''with the joy that comes of doing right."'
But that expression, "doing right," is in human
speech so often used to express mere obedience to
human authority that I prefer in this connection
to use the other phrase.
The essence of doing right is conforming to
the purposes of nature, and the joy comes not
from the doing, but from recognition that what we
do is right. It is the joy of growth, the reward
of fulfilling our destiny.

+
It was not as the pampered ward of Pharaoh's
daughter that Moses was called to be the leader
of God's people. His indignation at the oppres
sion of the Egyptians gave him no qualification to
redress the wrongs of his race. But as the hum
ble keeper of Jethro's sheep, in the solitude of the
wilderness and in the presence of nature's silent
influences, there appeared to him the light of the
burning bush and he heard the voice of the great
/ Am commanding him to deliver his brethren.
Even there, far removed from the pomp and
power of human achievement, he was taught that
the place whereon he stood was holy ground. He
learned the lesson that all must learn who would
lead others to a better and a higher life, that only
in reliance upon the power of the great / Am who
presides over the destinies of the universe through
the operation of immutable natural laws, can good
be accomplished.
What is the meaning of that sublime paradox of
the gospel that he who would save his life shall
lose it, and he who would lose it for the gospel's
sake, the same shall find it? What is the es
sence of the vicarious atonement that illumines
with an inner light the soul that stands within
the shadow of the cross? To my mind it is not
the shedding of the blood of one man for the sins
of many. It seems rather the impelling force of
a perfect example of devotion to truth.
The study of nature may disturb at times our
confidence in dogmatic theology, but it can never
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make us irreligious because it leads us towards
the truth, and the truth shall make us free. To
comprehend nature is to know God, for God is
Nature, and nothing is natural that is not God
like, and all that is natural images His attributes.
And it is my belief that the human heart may
never feel an exaltation more satisfying or more
sublime than that which comes to it with the con
sciousness of perfect co-operation with the eternal
law.
It was this exaltation that inspired the author
of "Progress and Poverty."' It was this conscious
feeling of co-operation with universal law that
gave him the genius to send forth his message in
language everywhere recognized as a model of
clearness, with a logical analysis so keen and con
vincing that none could turn aside the force of
the argument, and in a spirit so sympathetic and
tender that none could fail to be touched by its
sweetness. Henry George believed profoundly in
the Creative Love and Intelligence that fashioned
the universe and ordained the fundamental laws
that govern its existence.

I have spoken in vain if I have not made it
clear that I would have all educational influences
tend to teach us to make the adaptation of means
to ends secondary- to the adaptation of ends to pur
poses. Not purposes of ambition and selfishness,
but such purposes as we may be able to discover
in the infinite plans to which our finite minds
must conform. Nature's purposes are more im
portant to us as individuals than any we may pos
sibly invent. And as her processes are the only
ones that we are permitted to use, all others are
not only sinful but abortive. I will add, sinful
because abortive.
There are no victories in life that are more than
the discovery and application of some natural law.
There are no defeats or failures that are not arti
ficial perversions of some of Nature's decrees.
Examine the trivial experiences of individual life
or search the pages of history for the meanings
of historic epochs in the life of nations, and we
find this truth universal. We speak of the glories
of science and the triumphs of man's inventive
genius. What arc they but belated recognitions
of the blessings that Nature with a lavish hand has
spread along our pathway.

BOOKS
POWER FROM WITHIN.
Health and Wealth From Within.—By William
Towne. Published by Elizabeth Towne, Holyoke,
Mass. Price $1.
Another of the many hopeful attempts in these
book-making days, to teach the power of mind

over the material things which have l>een allowed
to a greater or lesser degree to dominate human
life. By long and diligent practice of the princi
ples laid down in his book the author feels that he
has proven their truth and that anyone can apply
them and. receive the benefits which he has re
ceived from the new way of life. He makes no
high stepping statements of laws that have never
been demonstrated, but in a simple, homely, logi
cal manner, that wins consideration if not assent,
he presents the practical ideas of liis school, and
leaves the reader to test by actual experiment the
use which he himself has proven. His chapter on
Marriage is full of wise suggestions like this:
Where an unhappy marriage exists, if either party
to the compact will make a patient, loving, chari
table attempt to bring forth harmony, much can be
accomplished. . . . But it is absolutely essential
that the one who makes the attempt should be free
from cant, hypocrisy, resentment and the idea that
he or she has a right to demand a certain line of
conduct from the other
Harmony Is
elusive and must be courted. She flees at the hint
of force and the assertion of rights.
Ill conclusion :
The secret of a happy, contented life is to culti
vate a perfect faith in the One Life and to let the
spirit of the universe live itself through you with
out let or hindrance.
A. L. M.

PERIODICALS
Herbert Quick begins an American serial In the
Cosmopolitan (New York) for April, which takes
the reader into the midst of the coming era of aerial
navigation. It gives him a dizzy whirl at the very
start, supplemented with an overwhelming curiosity.
The same magazine makes a feature of some of
ex-Senator Piatt's political reminiscences, which
include belated news from the inside, regarding
Roosevelt's nomination for Governor of New York,
and then for Vice-President.
The Independent for March 4 contains "Princeton
University," the third in Edwin E. Slosson's series of
fourteen college articles. In this admirable essay,
two observations especially stay with the reader:
Princeton has that precious rarity, a genuine schol
arly ideal; and she is not remarkable for her democ
racy. "The student," says Mr. Slosson, "under the pre
ceptorial system has at least had the opportunity to
form the personal acquaintance of a number of cul
tured and scholarly men, and of conversing with
them repeatedly and informally on the subjects with
which they are most conversant. This is more than
can be said for the opportunities offered by our great
universities. The love of learning is contagious
rather than infectious. It is conveyed mostly by
personal contact, rarely through the medium of build
ings, furniture, clothing or books. A boy at Prince
ton has a good chance of catching it some time
during the four years if he is at all susceptible.
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That is all there is to it, anyway." But whether
this "love of learning," once gained, will be used
aright—there comes in the doubt about Princeton.
"The aim of Princeton is homogeneity. . . . Prince
ton practically offers one rather limited kind of col
lege training to one rather limited social class of the
United States. ... In the first place, half the

human race is excluded on the ground of sex, a con
genital defect for which they are not in the least to
blame. Princeton is the only one of these fourteen
great universities which does not in some way pro
vide for the educational needs of women. Negroes
also are shut out- by reason of their race, another
injustice in which Princeton is unique among the
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universities. Nothing is said about this in the cata
logue, but I think I am safe in saying that if a
Negro, presuming upon this omission, should pre
sent himself for entrance, he would be so strongly
advised to go elsewhere that he would go. Prince
ton has nc share in the international movement
which is sweeping over the country. . . . Anti-Semit
ic feeling seemed to me more dominant than at any
of the other universities.
I visited. . . . Sixty-six
per cent of the students of Princeton come from the
three States of New York, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey."
A. L.

+

+

while her seatmate decided that it could be no harm
to draw her out a little for the benefit of the rest
of the party.
"This is very poor land that you have around here,
madam," he began.
"Mighty pore," she assented, humbly.
"I never did see such worthless soil."
"No, suh," with an air of deep dejection.
"Don't you ever sow any crops at all?" he kept on.
The ancient dame did not lift her head.
"Naw, suh," she drawled. "This hyer land around
hyer was sowed 'bout three foot deep with Yankees,

+

A party of Northerners was touring in Virginia,
some years ago, and as the crowded train was crawl
ing through Stafford county, near Fredericksburg,
an old and wizened woman, with a basket' bigger
than herself, came aboard, and edged diffidently into
the vacant place beside one of the men. After a
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The minister of a certain parish in Scotland was
walking one misty night through a street in the
village, when he fell into a deep hole. There was

no ladder by which he could make his escape, and
he began to shout for help. A laborer passing
heard his cries, and, looking down, asked who he
was. The minister told him, whereupon the laborer
remarked, "Weel, weel, ye needna kick up sic a
noise. You'll no be needed afore Sawbath, an' this
is only Wednesday nicht."—Pittston Gazette.
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'long 'bout forty years ago, and we ain't been able
to raise nary crap since."— Harper's Weekly.
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